INVOCATION: Beloved Mighty Presence, the Great Central Sun. We Acknowledge and
Wholeheartedly Accept Your Sun/Sonship Presence Within the ‘I AM’ One World
Nation, the Heart of the World, the Ascended Host, the Angelic Host, Elements,
Elementals, Devas, the Lessor and Greater Builders of Form and the Nature Kingdoms .
We Call Forth the Sacred Fire Mastery Control Surrounding Each One Within All Circles
of Light, Love and Life, In any condition We Contact the Outer World, So As To Protect
and Forever Expand All That Is Constructive, All That Is of God Within God Life and the
Nations of This World. We Keep Our Attention Focused Upon the Eternal Sacred
Cosmic White Fire Light Presence, Filling All Space, Infinite In the Atmosphere. We
Command and Demand the Sacred Electronic White Fire Light to Strengthen All That Is
Constructive, the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan on Earth, Within Your Heart, Within
Our Single Heart, the Eternally Sustained Truth of Love and Life, the Command of the
Sacred Fire and Its Ever-Expanding Blessing of Love to All God Life. ‘I AM’ the Scepter
of Power Every Moment, of Invincible Protection against the destructive forces of the
outer world. ‘I AM’ the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Invincible Power of Eternal
Protection.
ST. GERMAIN: Greetings Dear Ones, Blessings of Love and Light in Joy to All. Before We begin
today, I wish to push the ‘Envelope of Truth’ to clarify some more things for you. Again, this
is not a normal type of Discourse that anyone will read anywhere else, simply because you
have Earned the Grant for Extraordinary Release of Instructions, and that means I/We can
come to you and be more direct in all areas of your life, because you have given Me/Us
Permission to do so! So, while you may see My Approach as reprimanding or criticising the
way you are thinking, speaking, and acting, regardless, ‘I Am’ taking it upon My Self to Reflect
back to you what God Sees. Not in judgement or that anything needs forgiveness for, but just
because you have Divinely Accepted a Role that Is, in fact, one of the Highest Physical Roles
that anyone could accept upon this planet! And Higher Guidance for the ‘personality’ is Vital
here! Your Openness to receive My/Our Input is Truly Honoured by Me and ‘I AM’, totally
Committed in Devotion to you, just as many other Masters and God Intelligences are. Why
may you ask? Simple, I/We have My/Our Own God Mission, God Responsibility and God’s
Will to Honour!
Your Mission, My Mission, Shamballa’s Mission, that you have Accepted Now as your Own,
you are only just becoming aware of, but for My Self, I, long before you became aware of it,
began this Movement by My Own Volition to Remove the dark forces from the Earth, so as to
Save this human race from another complete annihilation. So Dear Ones, under normal
situations and circumstances where you flounder, fluctuate and remain disobedient to your

True ‘I AM’ Presence, We the Masters would simply remove Ourselves from your ‘free will’
and let you continue your incarnational loops upon the Wheel of Karma, just as I did with
Napoleon! Thus, allowing you, if necessary, to continue at the very minimum, another
11,500-year cycle of time! But today this is not possible. Why? Because you have no more
time available to you to make the choices needed if you are going to Hold True to that which
you have, quite consciously, given your Pledges and Covenants to, through Your Own ‘I AM’
Presence, and that means, Us, the Masters and Other God Intelligences.
The other point is that the EGA has been diligently doing its best to follow Cosmic Law and
while Cosmic Law has no exceptions to man or beast, these Laws have been constantly
compromised from lack of Divine Will, Coherence to Activities, Obedience, Lack of an
Ashramic Group Life, where the Ray Influences toward the Divine Qualities and Virtues of the
12 Mind Powers are more Refined to Attain the Group Goals and Purposes, and where making
decisions are not based upon human personality conjectures, inferences, suggestions and
assumptions that should ONLY be based upon the Will of God; The Trust and Faith of God’s
Love, Wisdom and Power! This EGA Ashramic Group of Divine Synthesis is a Ray 1, Divine Will
Ashram, so it must at all times Apply the Ray 1 Qualities, Attributes and Virtues. It MUST
Adhere to Its Shamballa Force of Application to God Life! This Will, Is the Divine Primal Life
Force Directly from the Great Central Sun and ONLY displays and engages in Agape Love,
Unconditional Love, God Love! And only in Accordance with Cosmic Law! This Agape Love is
not human love, or the love of your brothers and sisters. This is the Love of God for All
Creation. But more on this in a moment!
In the meantime, I shall continue. Here is something else quite profound that I also want to
bring your Enlightened Conscious Awareness to! I can come to you, any Master or God
Intelligence can come to you, completely within the Laws of the Cosmos and Highlight your
errors because this Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan has been ‘Wholly Placed’ within the
Seals of Protection of Beloved Purity and Astrea. These ‘Seals of Protection’ give this Divine
Plan an ‘Absolute Protection’ against all iniquitous desires or actions toward it. On top of
that, it is also Protected against any human intentional or unintentional miscreation or
wrongful application of God Life, both inside of the Plan or in any part of it within the outer
world of its Membership! That means, even without your conscious permissions, We can
Now, for the Greatest Good of All Concerned, and in particular this SPECIFIC Divine Plan, come
and correct and realign absolutely any part of any imbalance that will affect this Divine Plan!
So, I tell you, go back and look at the Call and Activation Grounded, in Love in Action and in
Print within the Elemental Grace Alliance Book - The God Awakening! Take a Look at the Call
and Activation, Grounded in Love in Action and in Print of the True Constitution! But more
on this Facet of the EGA’s Work shortly!
You must remember that the Elemental Grace Alliance is not a human plan, it was Created By
the ‘I AM’ Presence of Many Higher God Intelligences within Shamballa, that you yourselves

chose to Work for from within a human incarnational standpoint! This is why the Law of
Petitions is so important and why the EGA, Who Abides by these Laws as best it can and goes
to such great lengths to Validate and Qualify the Divine Will Desired for the Rightful Actions
to be taken.
Why? Because no human experience can determine the most favourable direction to take
while they continue to work within their own personality ‘free will’ ego based thoughtforms.
With the exception of Our Messenger herein, whose personality does create nuances that
brings the Christed Knowing back to a level of human comprehension and acceptance,
however, the actual Messages and Knowledge within the Petition Communication Procedures
Hold True to the Love, Wisdom and Power, so that no decision made will fall far from the
‘Tree of Life’!
Just for a moment, let Us look at the lack of Petitioning toward the Creation of your Forum!
Where is the Immaculate Concept, the Cosmic Law or any Petition to gain maximum God
Direction within it?
Yes, this situation was thrust upon you without notice, or not much notice, and you all had to
run, and fall over many obstacles; you had to chase time so as to try and find a solution, only
to compromise the whole task by avoiding the Christ Circle Principles. This Forum served its
purpose and can do so again in the immediate future. But that incorrect application; at what
cost, what effort and what other paths were needed to find your way back onto the train?
There are never any coincidences, for many lessons were learned and still more potentials
now, and it has highlighted for those in the positions of administration and development, the
potholes and loss of momentum and consistency in moving forward! Had you taken the time
to look at this from a God Perspective, in the Form of a Petition, We would have had the
Opportunity to give you far more insight as to how this could have served you better.
But humans being humans, do not consider the most obvious option. Let God then, show you
how to Create what you wish or need to Create! Right now, your greatest error in the creation
of the Forum, was and remains that you are giving too much emphasis of allowing the human
mind and ‘free will’ to participate. You cannot expect to dissolve ‘free will’ and emphasize
God’s Will, when most options continue to allow excessive communications upon gratuities,
platitudes and unnecessary personal sharing. And more than this, the lack of adherence to
the 28 Conditions of Engagement, especially here in the Forum, what other Groups are doing!
This alone depletes and sends one’s energies away from what could be Self Realized within
this Divine Plan, where no more time than what may be necessary would be needed to attain
the required awareness to implement one’s next phase of Initiation to pass through the next
Ring of Consciousness.
This is understandable for those who have not yet given their Pledges and Covenants, but why
then allow yourselves to deplete your own Energies entertaining such distractions as an

Ashramic Group? If people wish to do this in accordance with their own ‘free will’, this is
perfectly acceptable. But let them do that outside of the Forum and EGA, allowing them to
follow their own ‘free will’ choices of doing it their own way! In other words, allow them to
follow another Group or a multiple of Groups following their own Divine Plan. There are many
Paths to God, but as I have told you all in no uncertain terms, this Plan, God’s Plan, My Plan
and Your Plan, is Very Precise and Unambiguous in its Application to God Life. No other Group
upon the Planet is following this ‘Express Train’ Path, where there are no more stops upon
any station platforms to disembark! Dear Brothers and Sisters of My Heart, It Is Your
Obligation and Duty to Hold True to Cosmic Law and especially Now the Actions without
distraction of Your Pledges and Covenants as the Guardians, Sentinels, Silent Watchers and
Protectors of this Divine Plan. The Law of Protection!
In the Forum then, while the options continue as personality ‘free will’ interactions or those
non-responders to Tasks and Activities, so too will the resonances of individuals, Spheres and
Circles remain within the lower scales of registry! Presently then, you should Emphasize God’s
Will in the Forum, to Evoke God’s Will and Allow God to do the Work as the Petitions you
enter will bring Greater Awareness to All! Your present Forum is wasting valuable time, time
that no-one who wishes to Attain Their Christed Garments of Shaddai has available to them
anymore! That is why I said to you! ‘This Forum is not enough’! You can attain the Ray 1
Will by following the answer that came to you 12 months ago! The New Cosmic Christ Love
Website which would have eliminated many unnecessary parts that remain upon the Forum
today!
But We digress and I was not expecting to go down this track this morning. Personality
discussions within the EGA Administration or the TGCIC or Forum are not conducive anymore
for the Purpose of Creating the Christ Circles. And that means personality, head mind
approaches; the ‘only’ way forward is to hone your Communication Skills with your ‘I AM’
Presence! That is where I and many more will join you. In head mind communications We
simply cannot entertain these extrapolations any longer. Time for unnecessary personality
illations is over here in the Elemental Grace Alliance Council with the human colleagues or
affiliates! Appropriate your time now Dear Hearts, to better Implement these Wisdom
Teachings and you will See and Feel on All Levels, almost instantaneously, what I Am Speaking
of in this Introduction to Agape Love!
Not all Dear Heart’s will like these decisions, but ‘they’ will not be coming from a place of
Agape Love, but a personality fear ‘that they are losing out on something’. And that will not
serve them or this Elemental Grace Alliance Council or Triune Grace Commission Initiative.
Nothing better than the Law of the Mirror to reflect upon the Truth of one’s thinking! You
may lose many more yet from the EGA before you gain the Solidarity, Devotion and Fidelity
of those Who Are Ready to ‘Move Forward’ again as One! Three strikes and you are out in a
Round of baseball. You have had 2 Respites now, and the ball has left the hand of the pitcher!

Will you hit a Home Run this time, or fall into a more perpetual seat of ‘hiatus’, while others
‘take charge’ to Direct the EGA’s Proceedings? A ‘Round’ can also be described as a Sphere,
Circle or a Cycle of Time, can it not?
I said that I was going to speak of Agape Love in Association to the Declaration and the US
Constitution, however, without now flowing over into excessive pages of this Discourse, I will
simply Highlight what ‘Agape Love’ is and to Introduce the True Sacred Relationships and
Their Alignments within this Mighty Love Expression, between not only the ‘Declaration of
Independence’, the time when America Agreed to remove itself from the influences of the
United Kingdom’s reign of asserting its desired ownership over America; the ‘US
Constitution’, which related to the New Governing Powers of a needed New State of
Constitutional Consciousness to Govern its people in fairness and in Divine Love; The New
‘True Constitution’, having been Petitioned and Granted the Dispensation for a New ‘‘I AM’
One World Nation’ and finally which We have not yet spoken of, a New ‘Declaration for the
Freedom of Humanity’ Worldwide!
The Representation of Signing the Declaration of Independence was to bring before the
conscious attention of the earth, and especially America, its unparalleled activity upon the
earth; and to Call it to the Attention of the people of America, that they might hold close to
and stand by the Original Constitution of the United States, which was and is a Divine
Creation, until such time as the complete Ascended Master Constitution of the United
States of America and the New One World Nation would come forth, as the advance of the
Golden Age proceeds. That long awaited Constitution is the True Constitution Signed in the
United Kingdom, on the 17th of September, 2020. And which the New ‘Declaration for the
Freedom of Humanity’ will follow suit to become the Ascended Master Declaration of the
Whole of the New World Known as the ‘I AM’ One World Nation!
AGAPE LOVE
One's Spiritual growth is dependent upon the unfoldment of love within one's heart. The
Greater their Unconditional and Impersonal Love, Directed by Divine Wisdom and Divine
Understanding, the Greater Their Divine Spirituality. Love has to be Expressed Wisely and not
foolishly in any sort of self-centred, sentimental manner. Where there is emptiness, anguish,
sorrow, feelings of not good enough and unhappiness or despair in a person's life, you can be
sure it is caused by a lack of love or from fear itself. A person who does not know how to give
love or to receive love is humanly confused, lacking Divine Spiritual Awareness and
imbalanced within the lower Soul incarnational consciousness. Agape Love must first be
Generated Within, if one is to experience it coming from any outer world experiences. ‘Love
increases as judgement decreases.
Before sending Love out to the world one must first possess it Within themselves. You cannot
give what you are unaware of that you have. However, it is more important to Love than to

be Loved! The former is essential, the latter less so, not even necessary for Divine Spiritual
Advancement. When one is Full of Divine Love, he or she does not go seeking for it.
Everything in the Universe is Directed by the Law of Love. In Christianity, Love is synonymous
to God. Most people however, normally associate love with emotions; nevertheless, Divine
Love is more than sentimentality. At mankind's present stage of evolution, it is clearly felt as
an emotion, because within the microcosm, the feeling, the astral body, is one of the most
responsive to its influence.
The physical body is likewise very reactive to the Love Force, it does so through the desire for
sexual union. As men and women progress, they will respond mentally and spiritually to the
Love Force as they now do in a physical and an emotional way. However, when one Divinely
Loves, they should do so through the exercise of Their Will and not be prompted to express
its imitation at the call of the base instincts. This should not be interpreted to mean that sex
is solely an animalistic act; but the Expression of the Sexual Force of, more importantly, Life
Force, that is the Divine Love Being Expressed and Directed in the Focus of a Creative Act!
Else it may simply be otherwise depending on how one channels it through their energy field
or structure.
The ancient Greek philosophers classified Love into three different categories: Eros, Philos,
and Agape; or sexual, brotherly and sisterly love, and Divine or Agape Love, respectively. Love
is a powerful remedy to many mundane problems, although one must clearly know the
difference between personal, selfish love, and Impersonal, Divine Love. Basically, there are
two Expressions of Love that Divine Masterful Beings Express: Unconditional and Impersonal
Love.
Unconditional Love is Love Expressed to and for another without any thought of Self, without
any expectation or hope for a return of that Love or for any reward. Divinely Spiritual Beings
are aware that they are the Embodiment of Love Itself and thus need nothing in return. For
Loving another is Loving Oneself. Impersonal Love is Loving another or others without any
undue attachment to the object of One's Love or Affection. One Gives Freedom to others to
be themselves and One is not too dismayed, if that expression concludes with any form of
negative or imbalanced condition in that relationship. A Higher Aspect of Loving is to Express
it with Divine Understanding and Divine Wisdom, Through an Enlightened Mind.
The Law of Love is the Cosmic Proclamation to Reciprocate the Creator’s Monadic Soul
Persona Love for another here on this Earth. This Cosmic Proclamation is actually a two-part,
Passionate Invitation.
Part One: Love Your Creator with all Your Heart, with all Your Soul, and with all Your Mind.
Part Two: Love your fellow sentient human beings as yourself. We Love because Your Creator
First Loved You.

This Mighty Love is the Sacred Cosmic White Fire Light Substance of All Creation Expressed As
Divine Love, That Is The Presence of Our Loving Creator within All things, seen and Unseen.
The Great Love is a Perfect Love as well as a ‘Living love’. Thereby, The Great Love Becomes
a State of Being, whether in a Holy Partnership or Sacred Marriage, or a Relationship within a
God Creation for the Benefit of mankind or the Earth. Accordingly, Your Gracious, Benevolent
and Loving Creator Calls all His and Her Children to His and Her Divine Love to Express and
Share such Love in Accordance with The Great Love of Life that will Create from a Place of
Perfect Balance between the Masculine and Feminine Expressions of the Mother’s Love and
The Father’s Light as a Physical Expression! The Great Love of Agape Love is a Perfect Love, A
Divine Expression of Love that casts out all fears.
Finally, the Principle of Self-Love is also related to Agape Love’s First Maxim: ‘Do onto others
as you would have them do onto you’. This maxim is also related to The Law of Reciprocity
which states, ‘that you get what you give, and you give what you get’. It’s humanly natural
to reciprocate what someone does for you or to you. Accordingly, Love creates Love, and
anti-love produces anti-love. But it should also be noted that mankind has the insidious ability
to twist and distort anything that’s good, even The Law of Love and Love’s First Maxim.
So here My Beloved Brothers and Sisters of Divine Agape Love, is the Foundations by which
the Declaration of Independence, the US Constitution, The True Constitution and the soon to
be, the Declaration for the Freedom of Humanity are Founded upon!
Before I close here today Dear Ones, I wish to draw your attention of one other thing that
hopefully will help you see that when I say that the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan is
not like any other Divine Plan, what you have read within the EGA Discourses from the
Beginning of its Inauguration in 2011, with all Its Grants and Dispensations and these
Declarations and Constitutional Developments since the mid-1700’s has all been so the
Ascended Master’s True Constitution and Declaration for the Freedom of Humanity could be
Executed in Divine Order, All in Accordance with Divine Cosmic Law so that the dark forces
will finally be removed from the powers they have held over humanity for so long!
This is a VERY Auspicious Time Dear Ones. I will return tomorrow, and We shall continue with
this subject of these Agreements, Agape Power of Love and the Protection of Humanity and
this Earth in these final trying times!
‘I AM’ St Germain, Asserting the Mighty Power of Divine Love With and Through All who will
continue upon this Path of Divine Will and the Other Divine Mind Powers!
BENEDICTION: ‘I AM’ Thankfully Acknowledging That I Live, Move and Have my Being
Within the Invincible Strength and Power of the Sacred Fire Love Mastery In The ‘I AM’
Presence of God Life! I Give Thanks and Gratitude for Being the ‘I AM’ Sceptre of Power
For Every Moment of Invincible Protection against the destructive forces of the outer

world. ‘I AM’ the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Invincible Power of Eternal
Protection. ‘I Am’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ God Grateful!

